Feedback 2016
The congress is always well organised by yourself and team of helpers and at one of the best
venues around. Sorry also to hear about this being the last year at the David Lloyd.
I've been to the Dundee congress regularly for several years now, and think it one of the bestorganisede I've attended, and that when the standard of congress organisation is generally
high.
I hope that it all goes smoothly this weekend and it as excellent as last year
Dundee and Angus is fantastic because of the people that run it not because of the
venue.
Thanks for organising the event, I enjoyed it whenever I participated in it
Thanks Keith for another wonderful Congress. Congratulations! And thank you very much.
Thanks for organizing another successful congress. It seems to be unclear what will happen
next year at this stage, so I wanted to thank you for everything you have done over the last
decade. Dundee has been probably the best Scottish congress over that period. That’s why I
have been 7 times (more than anywhere else). It will be tough to find as good a venue in the
future.
Thanks for organising another excellent Congress and it is good to see Dundee area players
featuring among the prize-winners
In the event that there is a [grading prize] ... please keep the funds as a grateful contribution
towards the next Congress, where ever it might be. ... It's a real pity about the loss of the
venue - easily the best of those that I have attended.
many thanks for running the congress, we like Dundee the best always friendly and relaxed…
looking forward to next years Dundee congress, where ever it might be.
Thanks for the speedy data and a truly enjoyable weekend's chess. It's easy to be full of
compliments after a good performance, but enjoying an event where I under-delivered is a
true sign of a great gig, so I'm hoping to be able to make a return trip to your new home next
year.
I'll be looking out for Dundee & Angus again. Good gig. I shall spread the word.

